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Complex-Valued Restricted Boltzmann Machine for
Speaker-Dependent Speech Parameterization from
Complex Spectra
Toru Nakashika, Member, IEEE,, Shinji Takaki, Member, IEEE and Junichi Yamagishi, Senior Member, IEEE
Abstract—This paper describes a novel energy-based prob-
abilistic distribution that represents complex-valued data and
explains how to apply it to direct feature extraction from
complex-valued spectra. The proposed model, the complex-valued
restricted Boltzmann machine (CRBM), is designed to deal
with complex-valued visible units as an extension of the well-
known restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM). Like the RBM,
the CRBM learns the relationships between visible and hidden
units without having connections between units in the same layer,
which dramatically improves training efficiency by using Gibbs
sampling or contrastive divergence (CD). Another important
characteristic is that the CRBM also has connections between real
and imaginary parts of each of the complex-valued visible units
that help represent the data distribution in the complex domain.
In speech signal processing, classification and generation features
are often based on amplitude spectra (e.g., MFCC, cepstra, and
mel-cepstra) even if they are calculated from complex spectra,
and they ignore phase information. In contrast, the proposed
feature extractor using the CRBM directly encodes the complex
spectra (or another complex-valued representation of the complex
spectra) into binary-valued latent features (hidden units). Since
the visible-hidden connections are undirected, we can also recover
(decode) the complex spectra from the latent features directly.
Our speech representation experiments demonstrated that the
CRBM outperformed other speech representation methods, such
as methods using a conventional RBM, a mel-log spectrum
approximate (MLSA) decoder, etc.
Index Terms—restricted Boltzmann machine, deep learning,
complex-valued representation, feature extraction, speech syn-
thesis
I. INTRODUCTION
DEEP LEARNING is one of the hottest recent topicsin a wide range of research fields, such as artificial
intelligence, machine learning, and signal processing that
includes image classification, speech recognition, etc[1]. Many
models have been proposed as deep learning tools; one of
the most widely-used and famous models is a deep belief-net
(DBN) [2] that stacks multiple restricted Boltzmann machines
(RBMs) layer-by-layer. The RBM is a probabilistic model that
consists of visible and hidden units and has often been used
alone as a feature extractor, a generator, and as a classifier and
pre-training scheme of deep neural networks. Many extensions
of the RBM have been proposed for task specification [3],
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[4], [5], [6]. Although the RBM has been used in many tasks,
the RBM traditionally identified visible units as either binary-
valued or real-valued [2], [7], [8].
Representations based on the amplitude spectra of speech
(such as MFCC, cepstra, and mel-cepstra) are traditionally
used in speech signal processing as input features of speech
recognition or output features of speech synthesis because
the amplitude spectra are more effective and relevant to our
auditory field for such tasks than phase spectra. Raw amplitude
spectral representation can also be used [9], [10]. However,
these features that include the amplitude spectra theoretically
lack phase information, and single use of the amplitude-
based features cannot completely recover the original complex
spectra with reasonable computational resources easily, even
when using the well-known Griffin-Lim algorithm [11]. Es-
pecially, the cepstral features are often inverted into a signal
using typical vocoders, which assume that the spectrum has
a minimum phase, even though a speech waveform is not
always a minimum-phase signal. The well-known STRAIGHT
[12] and the WORLD [13], which are speech transformation
and representation methods in the spectral domain, are also
based on the minimum-phase reconstruction. In [14], [15],
[16], it is reported that the generated speech signals from
direct waveform modification or synthesis are much more
natural than those from methods that are based on phase
reconstruction from amplitude spectra. Furthermore, there are
many cases in other kinds of signal processing in which
we have to deal with complex-valued actual data such as
fMRI images, wireless signals, acoustic intensity, etc. Other
machine learning models—that is, neural networks, Boltzmann
machines, and non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) [17]—
have their extensions proposed to represent complex-valued
data [18], [19], [20]. Another example to model speech signals
with both amplitude and phase is phase embedding features,
such as complex cepstrum [21] and HMPD (harmonic model
+ phase distortion) [22].
In our previous work [23], we proposed an extended model
of the RBM, namely the “complex-valued RBM (CRBM), ” to
represent complex-valued data in the RBM-based approach in
particular. The CRBM includes three important characteristics.
First, the CRBM has no connections across dimensions in the
same layers but has connections between visible and hidden
units like the RBMs. These restrictions make it exceedingly
easy to estimate the parameters using Gibbs sampling or
CD [2]. The “directional-unit Boltzmann machine (DUBM)”
extension [19] has been also proposed to model complex-
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valued data. However, the DUBM has connections across
dimensions, thus has difficulties in parameter estimation,
unlike the CRBM. Second, unlike the conventional RBM,
the CRBM restricts the connections between different visible
units but still has connections between real and imaginary
parts of each visible unit. Therefore, the CRBM represents
the complex-valued data distribution more accurately than
the RBMs, especially when there are correlations between
the real and imaginary parts. Third, the CRBM represents
the complex-valued visible units in a rectangular form that
consists of real and imaginary components, while traditional
representation methods of complex-valued data that include
a DUBM are based on a polar form of phase and amplitude
components. We can generate samples from the distribution
straightforwardly in the CRBM. The conditional probability
of visible units given hidden units forms a complex-normal
distribution, which makes the real and imaginary components
Gaussian-distributed. Therefore, the CRBM is not ideal for
data that are not partially Gaussian-distributed. In [23], we
showed that the CRBM sufficiently recovered the amplitude
and phase components and the real and imaginary components
in the speech representation experiments.
We also propose some improvements and learning tech-
niques for the CRBM-based speech parameterization. First, we
reduce the number of dimensions by feeding complex-valued
visible features obtained by complex principal component
analysis (CPCA) [24] into the CRBM instead of the raw
complex spectra. Next, we employ the maximum likelihood
parameter generation (MLPG) [25] to generate the trajectories
of the CPCA features for better representation of speech
sequences. Finally, we extend the Adam algorithm to deal
with the complex-valued parameters (referred to as “com-
plex Adam” or “CAdam”), which makes convergence of the
model training faster than the steepest descent/ascent. In the
experiments, we compare the performance of the improved
CRBMmethod with other speech representation methods, such
as the conventional RBM, the mel-log spectrum approximate
(MLSA), etc.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly
review the conventional RBM. In Section 3, we present our
proposed model, CRBM. In Section 4, we present improve-
ment methods for the CRBM using the CPCA. In Section 5, we
propose a complex-valued sequence generation method based
on MLPG. In Section 6, we show our experimental results. In
Section 7, we conclude our findings.
II. PRELIMINARY
A restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM) is one of the
most widely used energy-based models and is convenient for
representing latent features that cannot be observed but surely
exist in the background. The Bernoulli-Bernoulli RBM (BB-
RBM) was originally introduced by Freund et. al [7]. It defines
the distribution of binary-valued visible variables v ∈ BV and
binary-valued hidden (latent) variables h ∈ RH with their
undirected real-valued connection weights W ∈ RV×H , as
shown in Fig. 1 (a) where V and H are the numbers of
dimensions in their respective visible and hidden units and
(a) Bernoulli-Bernoulli RBM
h 2 BH
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(b) Gaussian-Bernoulli RBM
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Fig. 1: Graphical representation of conventional RBMs.
B ≜ {0, 1} indicates the binary set. The RBM was later
extended to deal with real-valued data known as a “Gaussian-
Bernoulli RBM (GB-RBM)” [8], as shown in Fig. 1 (b).
However, it has been reported that there were some difficulties
with the original GB-RBM because of the unstable training of
the parameters. Later, Cho et al. [26] proposed an improved
learning method for a GB-RBM to overcome the difficulties.
In the remainder of this paper, we refer to this improved GB-
RBM as just an RBM unless otherwise stated. In the modeling
using an RBM, the joint probability p(v,h) of real-valued
visible units v and binary-valued hidden units h is defined as
follows:
p(v,h;θ) =
1
U(θ)
e−E(v,h;θ) (1)
E(v,h;θ) =
1
2
v⊤Σ−1v − b⊤Σ−1v − c⊤h− v⊤Σ−1Wh
(2)
U(θ) =
∫ ∑
h
e−E(v,h;θ)dv (3)
where θ = {b, c,W,σ} indicates a set of parameters that
contains bias parameters of the visible units b ∈ RV , bias
parameters of the hidden units c ∈ RH , the connection
weight parameters between visible-hidden units W ∈ RV×H ,
and the standard deviation parameters associated with the
dimension independent Gaussian visible units σ ∈ RV that
define Σ ≜ diag(σ2) (the function diag(·) returns a diagonal
matrix whose diagonal vector is the argument, and ·2 indicates
the element-wise square operation). The parameters θ are
often estimated using the maximum likelihood (ML) and
the gradient descent/ascent given the training set D ∋ v.
The partial gradients of the parameters to the expected log
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likelihood:
L(θ) = ED[log p(v;θ)] = ED[log
∑
h
p(v,h;θ)] (4)
can be calculated as:
∂L
∂θ
= 〈−∂E
∂θ
〉data − 〈−∂E
∂θ
〉model, (5)
where 〈·〉data and 〈·〉model indicate expectations of the train-
ing data and the inner model, respectively. Although exact
calculation of the inner model has an order of 2V+H , the
expectation value can be approximated using the Gibbs sam-
pling, or more efficiently, the contrastive divergence (CD) [2].
From the definition of RBM in Eqs. (1), (2), and (3), the
conditional probabilities p(v|h) and p(h|v) form quite simple
distributions as:
p(v|h) = N (v; b+Wh,Σ) (6)
p(h|v) = B(h;f(c+W⊤Σ−1v)) (7)
where N (·;µ,Σ), B(·;pi), and f(·) indicate the multivariate
Gaussian distribution with the mean µ and the variance
matrix Σ, the multi-dimensional Bernoulli distribution with
the success probabilities pi, and an element-wise sigmoid
function, respectively. As Eqs. (6) and (7) indicates, we can
easily compute the iteration of drawing samples h given v, and
v given h, which is used in Gibbs sampling or CD. The same
is true for BB-RBM. In the case of BB-RBM, the conditional
probabilities p(v|h) and p(h|v) turn into the following:
p(v|h) = B(v;f(b+Wh) (8)
p(h|v) = B(h;f(c+W⊤v)) (9)
under the energy function:
E(v,h;θ) = −b⊤v − c⊤h− v⊤Wh. (10)
III. COMPLEX-VALUED RBM
Conventional RBMs assume that data is either binary-valued
or real-valued. Therefore, complex-valued data should not be
fed into conventional RBMs directly because the conditional
probability of visible units specifies binary- or real-valued
variables, as Eqs. (6) and (8) indicate. In other words, the con-
ditional probability of visible units should specify complex-
valued variables in order to feed complex-valued variables
into the model. In our approach, we define an extension
of the RBM that feeds complex-valued data and forms the
conditional probability of visible units as complex normal
distribution [27]. A real-valued cost function (the likelihood)
is still used in parameter estimation for an extended RBM—
namely a complex-valued RBM (CRBM)—because the proba-
bility distribution is real-valued. Like conventional RBMs, the
CRBM consists of two layers: complex-valued visible units z
and binary-valued hidden units h with undirected connection
weightsW, as shown in Fig. 2 (a). Furthermore, in the CRBM,
we give a “restriction” where there are no connections between
visible units or hidden units, which enables easy estimation
of parameters just as an RBM does. However, we allow the
model to have connections between the real and imaginary
parts in order to capture the relationships between the real
and imaginary parts of each complex-valued visible unit.
(a) Complex-valued RBM (CRBM)
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<latexit sha1_base64="RrBXaSCvdghoRZd2PRfnb1RMqt4=">AAADFn icbZLLjtMwFIbdcBvKrQMLFmwsKiRWVYIGcVmNNJtZDhLtjFSHynacxhpfItuZoVh+ENZs4RlYIbZseQMeA6eJxND2SJF+/ef7E/vkkFpw69L09yC5dv 3GzVt7t4d37t67/2C0/3BmdWMom1IttDkj2DLBFZs67gQ7qw3Dkgh2Ss6P2v7pBTOWa/XerWqWS7xUvOQUu2gtRo8Rsf5TgIgriCR2FSH+KHyYLUbjdJ KuC26LrBdj0NfJYn/wBxWaNpIpRwW2dp6ltcs9No5TwcIQNZbVmJ7jJZtHqbBkNvfrGwT4LDoFLLWJj3Jw7V5NeCytXUkSyfaQdrPXmrt688aVr3PPVd 04pmj3obIR0GnYjgMW3DDqxCoKTA2PZ4W0wgZTF4c2RIpdUi0lVoVHhIR5lvt+StCPsxA2iLK8gpQ7EdsRRIuivZAWuyhslpKr0L1I1x4ZCXsPCS65sz sC+ON2IHr/AgUr0XG7KB4pjQVfKo8q0wgGK8aXlYu/9WXtQk/OOvJiDVzywlV9fxh3I9vchG0xfTF5M0nfHYwP3/ZLsgeegKfgOcjAK3AIjsEJmAIKAv gCvoJvyefke/Ij+dmhyaDPPAL/VfLrL+nqAlU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RrBXaSCvdghoRZd2PRfnb1RMqt4=">AAADFn icbZLLjtMwFIbdcBvKrQMLFmwsKiRWVYIGcVmNNJtZDhLtjFSHynacxhpfItuZoVh+ENZs4RlYIbZseQMeA6eJxND2SJF+/ef7E/vkkFpw69L09yC5dv 3GzVt7t4d37t67/2C0/3BmdWMom1IttDkj2DLBFZs67gQ7qw3Dkgh2Ss6P2v7pBTOWa/XerWqWS7xUvOQUu2gtRo8Rsf5TgIgriCR2FSH+KHyYLUbjdJ KuC26LrBdj0NfJYn/wBxWaNpIpRwW2dp6ltcs9No5TwcIQNZbVmJ7jJZtHqbBkNvfrGwT4LDoFLLWJj3Jw7V5NeCytXUkSyfaQdrPXmrt688aVr3PPVd 04pmj3obIR0GnYjgMW3DDqxCoKTA2PZ4W0wgZTF4c2RIpdUi0lVoVHhIR5lvt+StCPsxA2iLK8gpQ7EdsRRIuivZAWuyhslpKr0L1I1x4ZCXsPCS65sz sC+ON2IHr/AgUr0XG7KB4pjQVfKo8q0wgGK8aXlYu/9WXtQk/OOvJiDVzywlV9fxh3I9vchG0xfTF5M0nfHYwP3/ZLsgeegKfgOcjAK3AIjsEJmAIKAv gCvoJvyefke/Ij+dmhyaDPPAL/VfLrL+nqAlU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RrBXaSCvdghoRZd2PRfnb1RMqt4=">AAADFn icbZLLjtMwFIbdcBvKrQMLFmwsKiRWVYIGcVmNNJtZDhLtjFSHynacxhpfItuZoVh+ENZs4RlYIbZseQMeA6eJxND2SJF+/ef7E/vkkFpw69L09yC5dv 3GzVt7t4d37t67/2C0/3BmdWMom1IttDkj2DLBFZs67gQ7qw3Dkgh2Ss6P2v7pBTOWa/XerWqWS7xUvOQUu2gtRo8Rsf5TgIgriCR2FSH+KHyYLUbjdJ KuC26LrBdj0NfJYn/wBxWaNpIpRwW2dp6ltcs9No5TwcIQNZbVmJ7jJZtHqbBkNvfrGwT4LDoFLLWJj3Jw7V5NeCytXUkSyfaQdrPXmrt688aVr3PPVd 04pmj3obIR0GnYjgMW3DDqxCoKTA2PZ4W0wgZTF4c2RIpdUi0lVoVHhIR5lvt+StCPsxA2iLK8gpQ7EdsRRIuivZAWuyhslpKr0L1I1x4ZCXsPCS65sz sC+ON2IHr/AgUr0XG7KB4pjQVfKo8q0wgGK8aXlYu/9WXtQk/OOvJiDVzywlV9fxh3I9vchG0xfTF5M0nfHYwP3/ZLsgeegKfgOcjAK3AIjsEJmAIKAv gCvoJvyefke/Ij+dmhyaDPPAL/VfLrL+nqAlU=</latexit>
(b) Another representation of CRBM
W0 2 CV⇥H
<latexit sha1_base64="IJ5j+PTzXp/9N4AoA72EFbCkGig=">AAADJn icbZLLjtMwFIbdcBvKrQNLNhYVGlZVgkBcViPNpstBou1Idagcx0ms8SWynRkqy4/Ag7BmC8/ACiF2LHkMnCYSQ9sjWTr5z/fH9vHJas6MjeNfg+ja9R s3bx3cHt65e+/+g9Hhw7lRjSZ0RhRX+izDhnIm6cwyy+lZrSkWGaeL7PykrS8uqDZMyfd2XdNU4FKyghFsg7QaHSGBbZUVbuGPIGISdt+ZO/Ef3Bwiyw Q1cOpXo3E8iTcBd5OkT8agj9PV4eAPyhVpBJWWcGzMMolrmzqsLSOc+iFqDK0xOcclXYZU4rBR6jY38vBpUHJYKB2WtHCjXnU4LIxZiyyQ7XnNdq0V99 WWjS1ep47JurFUkm6jouHQKti2B+ZMU2L5OiSYaBbOCkmFNSY2NHGIJL0kSggsc4eyzC+T1PUNg26ceL9FFMUVpNiLmI7IFM/bCym+j8K6FEz67keqdk gL2GuIM8Gs2WPAH3cNQftnyGmBpu3gOCQV5qyUDlW64RRWlJWVDc/6sra+J+cdebEBLlluq74+DLORbE/CbjJ7Pnkzid+9GB+/7YfkADwGT8AzkIBX4B hMwSmYAQI+gS/gK/gWfY6+Rz+inx0aDXrPI/BfRL//AqKcCJQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IJ5j+PTzXp/9N4AoA72EFbCkGig=">AAADJn icbZLLjtMwFIbdcBvKrQNLNhYVGlZVgkBcViPNpstBou1Idagcx0ms8SWynRkqy4/Ag7BmC8/ACiF2LHkMnCYSQ9sjWTr5z/fH9vHJas6MjeNfg+ja9R s3bx3cHt65e+/+g9Hhw7lRjSZ0RhRX+izDhnIm6cwyy+lZrSkWGaeL7PykrS8uqDZMyfd2XdNU4FKyghFsg7QaHSGBbZUVbuGPIGISdt+ZO/Ef3Bwiyw Q1cOpXo3E8iTcBd5OkT8agj9PV4eAPyhVpBJWWcGzMMolrmzqsLSOc+iFqDK0xOcclXYZU4rBR6jY38vBpUHJYKB2WtHCjXnU4LIxZiyyQ7XnNdq0V99 WWjS1ep47JurFUkm6jouHQKti2B+ZMU2L5OiSYaBbOCkmFNSY2NHGIJL0kSggsc4eyzC+T1PUNg26ceL9FFMUVpNiLmI7IFM/bCym+j8K6FEz67keqdk gL2GuIM8Gs2WPAH3cNQftnyGmBpu3gOCQV5qyUDlW64RRWlJWVDc/6sra+J+cdebEBLlluq74+DLORbE/CbjJ7Pnkzid+9GB+/7YfkADwGT8AzkIBX4B hMwSmYAQI+gS/gK/gWfY6+Rz+inx0aDXrPI/BfRL//AqKcCJQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IJ5j+PTzXp/9N4AoA72EFbCkGig=">AAADJn icbZLLjtMwFIbdcBvKrQNLNhYVGlZVgkBcViPNpstBou1Idagcx0ms8SWynRkqy4/Ag7BmC8/ACiF2LHkMnCYSQ9sjWTr5z/fH9vHJas6MjeNfg+ja9R s3bx3cHt65e+/+g9Hhw7lRjSZ0RhRX+izDhnIm6cwyy+lZrSkWGaeL7PykrS8uqDZMyfd2XdNU4FKyghFsg7QaHSGBbZUVbuGPIGISdt+ZO/Ef3Bwiyw Q1cOpXo3E8iTcBd5OkT8agj9PV4eAPyhVpBJWWcGzMMolrmzqsLSOc+iFqDK0xOcclXYZU4rBR6jY38vBpUHJYKB2WtHCjXnU4LIxZiyyQ7XnNdq0V99 WWjS1ep47JurFUkm6jouHQKti2B+ZMU2L5OiSYaBbOCkmFNSY2NHGIJL0kSggsc4eyzC+T1PUNg26ceL9FFMUVpNiLmI7IFM/bCym+j8K6FEz67keqdk gL2GuIM8Gs2WPAH3cNQftnyGmBpu3gOCQV5qyUDlW64RRWlJWVDc/6sra+J+cdebEBLlluq74+DLORbE/CbjJ7Pnkzid+9GB+/7YfkADwGT8AzkIBX4B hMwSmYAQI+gS/gK/gWfY6+Rz+inx0aDXrPI/BfRL//AqKcCJQ=</latexit>
W¯0 2 CV⇥H
<latexit sha1_base64="rMfYHEnxWoZIxxBdsdXYX1Ex4tU=">AAADLH icbZLLjtMwFIbdcBvKrQNLNhYVgg1VgkBcViPNpstBou1Idalsx2ms8SWynRkqy0/Bg7BmC8/AAiG2iMfAaSIxtD2SpaP/fL8vx4dUgluXpj96yZWr16 7fOLjZv3X7zt17g8P7U6trQ9mEaqHNKcGWCa7YxHEn2GllGJZEsBk5O27qs3NmLNfqvVtXbCHxSvGCU+yitBw8QwQbjyR2JSn8LIQnEHEFW4H44/DBTy FyXDILx2E5GKajdBNwN8m6ZAi6OFke9v6gXNNaMuWowNbOs7RyC4+N41Sw0Ee1ZRWmZ3jF5jFVOB608Jt3Bfg4KjkstIlLObhRLzs8ltauJYlkc1+7XW vEfbV57YrXC89VVTumaHtQUQvoNGyaBHNuGHViHRNMDY93hbTEBlMXW9lHil1QLSVWuUeEhHm26DpIoB9mIWwRRXEJKfYitiWIFnnzIC32UdisJFeh3U hXHhkJOw0JLrmzewz4464hav8MOSvQuBkfj5TGgq+UR6WpBYMl46vSxW99WbnQkdOWPN8AFzx3ZVfvx9nItidhN5k8H70Zpe9eDI/edkNyAB6CR+ApyM ArcATG4ARMAAWfwBfwFXxLPiffk5/JrxZNep3nAfgvkt9/AYnqC1k=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rMfYHEnxWoZIxxBdsdXYX1Ex4tU=">AAADLH icbZLLjtMwFIbdcBvKrQNLNhYVgg1VgkBcViPNpstBou1Idalsx2ms8SWynRkqy0/Bg7BmC8/AAiG2iMfAaSIxtD2SpaP/fL8vx4dUgluXpj96yZWr16 7fOLjZv3X7zt17g8P7U6trQ9mEaqHNKcGWCa7YxHEn2GllGJZEsBk5O27qs3NmLNfqvVtXbCHxSvGCU+yitBw8QwQbjyR2JSn8LIQnEHEFW4H44/DBTy FyXDILx2E5GKajdBNwN8m6ZAi6OFke9v6gXNNaMuWowNbOs7RyC4+N41Sw0Ee1ZRWmZ3jF5jFVOB608Jt3Bfg4KjkstIlLObhRLzs8ltauJYlkc1+7XW vEfbV57YrXC89VVTumaHtQUQvoNGyaBHNuGHViHRNMDY93hbTEBlMXW9lHil1QLSVWuUeEhHm26DpIoB9mIWwRRXEJKfYitiWIFnnzIC32UdisJFeh3U hXHhkJOw0JLrmzewz4464hav8MOSvQuBkfj5TGgq+UR6WpBYMl46vSxW99WbnQkdOWPN8AFzx3ZVfvx9nItidhN5k8H70Zpe9eDI/edkNyAB6CR+ApyM ArcATG4ARMAAWfwBfwFXxLPiffk5/JrxZNep3nAfgvkt9/AYnqC1k=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rMfYHEnxWoZIxxBdsdXYX1Ex4tU=">AAADLH icbZLLjtMwFIbdcBvKrQNLNhYVgg1VgkBcViPNpstBou1Idalsx2ms8SWynRkqy0/Bg7BmC8/AAiG2iMfAaSIxtD2SpaP/fL8vx4dUgluXpj96yZWr16 7fOLjZv3X7zt17g8P7U6trQ9mEaqHNKcGWCa7YxHEn2GllGJZEsBk5O27qs3NmLNfqvVtXbCHxSvGCU+yitBw8QwQbjyR2JSn8LIQnEHEFW4H44/DBTy FyXDILx2E5GKajdBNwN8m6ZAi6OFke9v6gXNNaMuWowNbOs7RyC4+N41Sw0Ee1ZRWmZ3jF5jFVOB608Jt3Bfg4KjkstIlLObhRLzs8ltauJYlkc1+7XW vEfbV57YrXC89VVTumaHtQUQvoNGyaBHNuGHViHRNMDY93hbTEBlMXW9lHil1QLSVWuUeEhHm26DpIoB9mIWwRRXEJKfYitiWIFnnzIC32UdisJFeh3U hXHhkJOw0JLrmzewz4464hav8MOSvQuBkfj5TGgq+UR6WpBYMl46vSxW99WbnQkdOWPN8AFzx3ZVfvx9nItidhN5k8H70Zpe9eDI/edkNyAB6CR+ApyM ArcATG4ARMAAWfwBfwFXxLPiffk5/JrxZNep3nAfgvkt9/AYnqC1k=</latexit>
h 2 BH
<latexit sha1_base64="5l8ws4QWEyzND+h8rgEVF52qcPM=">AAADFn icbZLLjtMwFIbdcBvKrQMLFmwsKiRWVYJAXFYj2HQ5SHRmpDpUtuM01vgS2c4MleUHYc0WnoEVmu1seQMeA6eJxND2SJF+/ef7E/vkkFpw69L09yC5dv 3GzVt7t4d37t67/2C0//DI6sZQNqNaaHNCsGWCKzZz3Al2UhuGJRHsmJx+aPvHZ8xYrtUnt6pZLvFS8ZJT7KK1GD1GxPoqQMQVRBK7ihD/PnyeLkbjdJ KuC26LrBdj0NfhYn/wBxWaNpIpRwW2dp6ltcs9No5TwcIQNZbVmJ7iJZtHqbBkNvfrGwT4LDoFLLWJj3Jw7V5NeCytXUkSyfaQdrPXmrt688aVb3LPVd 04pmj3obIR0GnYjgMW3DDqxCoKTA2PZ4W0wgZTF4c2RIqdUy0lVoVHhIR5lvt+StCPsxA2iLK8gpQ7EdsRRIuivZAWuyhslpKr0L1I1x4ZCXsPCS65sz sC+Mt2IHr/AgUr0bRdFI+UxoIvlUeVaQSDFePLysXf+qp2oSePOvJsDZzzwlV9fxh3I9vchG0xezF5O0k/vhwfvOuXZA88AU/Bc5CB1+AATMEhmAEKAv gGvoMfydfkZ/IruejQZNBnHoH/Krn8C5LJAjQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5l8ws4QWEyzND+h8rgEVF52qcPM=">AAADFn icbZLLjtMwFIbdcBvKrQMLFmwsKiRWVYJAXFYj2HQ5SHRmpDpUtuM01vgS2c4MleUHYc0WnoEVmu1seQMeA6eJxND2SJF+/ef7E/vkkFpw69L09yC5dv 3GzVt7t4d37t67/2C0//DI6sZQNqNaaHNCsGWCKzZz3Al2UhuGJRHsmJx+aPvHZ8xYrtUnt6pZLvFS8ZJT7KK1GD1GxPoqQMQVRBK7ihD/PnyeLkbjdJ KuC26LrBdj0NfhYn/wBxWaNpIpRwW2dp6ltcs9No5TwcIQNZbVmJ7iJZtHqbBkNvfrGwT4LDoFLLWJj3Jw7V5NeCytXUkSyfaQdrPXmrt688aVb3LPVd 04pmj3obIR0GnYjgMW3DDqxCoKTA2PZ4W0wgZTF4c2RIqdUy0lVoVHhIR5lvt+StCPsxA2iLK8gpQ7EdsRRIuivZAWuyhslpKr0L1I1x4ZCXsPCS65sz sC+Mt2IHr/AgUr0bRdFI+UxoIvlUeVaQSDFePLysXf+qp2oSePOvJsDZzzwlV9fxh3I9vchG0xezF5O0k/vhwfvOuXZA88AU/Bc5CB1+AATMEhmAEKAv gGvoMfydfkZ/IruejQZNBnHoH/Krn8C5LJAjQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5l8ws4QWEyzND+h8rgEVF52qcPM=">AAADFn icbZLLjtMwFIbdcBvKrQMLFmwsKiRWVYJAXFYj2HQ5SHRmpDpUtuM01vgS2c4MleUHYc0WnoEVmu1seQMeA6eJxND2SJF+/ef7E/vkkFpw69L09yC5dv 3GzVt7t4d37t67/2C0//DI6sZQNqNaaHNCsGWCKzZz3Al2UhuGJRHsmJx+aPvHZ8xYrtUnt6pZLvFS8ZJT7KK1GD1GxPoqQMQVRBK7ihD/PnyeLkbjdJ KuC26LrBdj0NfhYn/wBxWaNpIpRwW2dp6ltcs9No5TwcIQNZbVmJ7iJZtHqbBkNvfrGwT4LDoFLLWJj3Jw7V5NeCytXUkSyfaQdrPXmrt688aVb3LPVd 04pmj3obIR0GnYjgMW3DDqxCoKTA2PZ4W0wgZTF4c2RIqdUy0lVoVHhIR5lvt+StCPsxA2iLK8gpQ7EdsRRIuivZAWuyhslpKr0L1I1x4ZCXsPCS65sz sC+Mt2IHr/AgUr0bRdFI+UxoIvlUeVaQSDFePLysXf+qp2oSePOvJsDZzzwlV9fxh3I9vchG0xezF5O0k/vhwfvOuXZA88AU/Bc5CB1+AATMEhmAEKAv gGvoMfydfkZ/IruejQZNBnHoH/Krn8C5LJAjQ=</latexit>
h 2 BH
<latexit sha1_base64="5l8ws4QWEyzND+h8rgEVF52qcPM=">AAADFn icbZLLjtMwFIbdcBvKrQMLFmwsKiRWVYJAXFYj2HQ5SHRmpDpUtuM01vgS2c4MleUHYc0WnoEVmu1seQMeA6eJxND2SJF+/ef7E/vkkFpw69L09yC5dv 3GzVt7t4d37t67/2C0//DI6sZQNqNaaHNCsGWCKzZz3Al2UhuGJRHsmJx+aPvHZ8xYrtUnt6pZLvFS8ZJT7KK1GD1GxPoqQMQVRBK7ihD/PnyeLkbjdJ KuC26LrBdj0NfhYn/wBxWaNpIpRwW2dp6ltcs9No5TwcIQNZbVmJ7iJZtHqbBkNvfrGwT4LDoFLLWJj3Jw7V5NeCytXUkSyfaQdrPXmrt688aVb3LPVd 04pmj3obIR0GnYjgMW3DDqxCoKTA2PZ4W0wgZTF4c2RIqdUy0lVoVHhIR5lvt+StCPsxA2iLK8gpQ7EdsRRIuivZAWuyhslpKr0L1I1x4ZCXsPCS65sz sC+Mt2IHr/AgUr0bRdFI+UxoIvlUeVaQSDFePLysXf+qp2oSePOvJsDZzzwlV9fxh3I9vchG0xezF5O0k/vhwfvOuXZA88AU/Bc5CB1+AATMEhmAEKAv gGvoMfydfkZ/IruejQZNBnHoH/Krn8C5LJAjQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5l8ws4QWEyzND+h8rgEVF52qcPM=">AAADFn icbZLLjtMwFIbdcBvKrQMLFmwsKiRWVYJAXFYj2HQ5SHRmpDpUtuM01vgS2c4MleUHYc0WnoEVmu1seQMeA6eJxND2SJF+/ef7E/vkkFpw69L09yC5dv 3GzVt7t4d37t67/2C0//DI6sZQNqNaaHNCsGWCKzZz3Al2UhuGJRHsmJx+aPvHZ8xYrtUnt6pZLvFS8ZJT7KK1GD1GxPoqQMQVRBK7ihD/PnyeLkbjdJ KuC26LrBdj0NfhYn/wBxWaNpIpRwW2dp6ltcs9No5TwcIQNZbVmJ7iJZtHqbBkNvfrGwT4LDoFLLWJj3Jw7V5NeCytXUkSyfaQdrPXmrt688aVb3LPVd 04pmj3obIR0GnYjgMW3DDqxCoKTA2PZ4W0wgZTF4c2RIqdUy0lVoVHhIR5lvt+StCPsxA2iLK8gpQ7EdsRRIuivZAWuyhslpKr0L1I1x4ZCXsPCS65sz sC+Mt2IHr/AgUr0bRdFI+UxoIvlUeVaQSDFePLysXf+qp2oSePOvJsDZzzwlV9fxh3I9vchG0xezF5O0k/vhwfvOuXZA88AU/Bc5CB1+AATMEhmAEKAv gGvoMfydfkZ/IruejQZNBnHoH/Krn8C5LJAjQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5l8ws4QWEyzND+h8rgEVF52qcPM=">AAADFn icbZLLjtMwFIbdcBvKrQMLFmwsKiRWVYJAXFYj2HQ5SHRmpDpUtuM01vgS2c4MleUHYc0WnoEVmu1seQMeA6eJxND2SJF+/ef7E/vkkFpw69L09yC5dv 3GzVt7t4d37t67/2C0//DI6sZQNqNaaHNCsGWCKzZz3Al2UhuGJRHsmJx+aPvHZ8xYrtUnt6pZLvFS8ZJT7KK1GD1GxPoqQMQVRBK7ihD/PnyeLkbjdJ KuC26LrBdj0NfhYn/wBxWaNpIpRwW2dp6ltcs9No5TwcIQNZbVmJ7iJZtHqbBkNvfrGwT4LDoFLLWJj3Jw7V5NeCytXUkSyfaQdrPXmrt688aVb3LPVd 04pmj3obIR0GnYjgMW3DDqxCoKTA2PZ4W0wgZTF4c2RIqdUy0lVoVHhIR5lvt+StCPsxA2iLK8gpQ7EdsRRIuivZAWuyhslpKr0L1I1x4ZCXsPCS65sz sC+Mt2IHr/AgUr0bRdFI+UxoIvlUeVaQSDFePLysXf+qp2oSePOvJsDZzzwlV9fxh3I9vchG0xezF5O0k/vhwfvOuXZA88AU/Bc5CB1+AATMEhmAEKAv gGvoMfydfkZ/IruejQZNBnHoH/Krn8C5LJAjQ=</latexit>
z 2 CV
<latexit sha1_base64="RrBXaSCvdghoRZd2PRfnb1RMqt4=">AAADFn icbZLLjtMwFIbdcBvKrQMLFmwsKiRWVYIGcVmNNJtZDhLtjFSHynacxhpfItuZoVh+ENZs4RlYIbZseQMeA6eJxND2SJF+/ef7E/vkkFpw69L09yC5dv 3GzVt7t4d37t67/2C0/3BmdWMom1IttDkj2DLBFZs67gQ7qw3Dkgh2Ss6P2v7pBTOWa/XerWqWS7xUvOQUu2gtRo8Rsf5TgIgriCR2FSH+KHyYLUbjdJ KuC26LrBdj0NfJYn/wBxWaNpIpRwW2dp6ltcs9No5TwcIQNZbVmJ7jJZtHqbBkNvfrGwT4LDoFLLWJj3Jw7V5NeCytXUkSyfaQdrPXmrt688aVr3PPVd 04pmj3obIR0GnYjgMW3DDqxCoKTA2PZ4W0wgZTF4c2RIpdUi0lVoVHhIR5lvt+StCPsxA2iLK8gpQ7EdsRRIuivZAWuyhslpKr0L1I1x4ZCXsPCS65sz sC+ON2IHr/AgUr0XG7KB4pjQVfKo8q0wgGK8aXlYu/9WXtQk/OOvJiDVzywlV9fxh3I9vchG0xfTF5M0nfHYwP3/ZLsgeegKfgOcjAK3AIjsEJmAIKAv gCvoJvyefke/Ij+dmhyaDPPAL/VfLrL+nqAlU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RrBXaSCvdghoRZd2PRfnb1RMqt4=">AAADFn icbZLLjtMwFIbdcBvKrQMLFmwsKiRWVYIGcVmNNJtZDhLtjFSHynacxhpfItuZoVh+ENZs4RlYIbZseQMeA6eJxND2SJF+/ef7E/vkkFpw69L09yC5dv 3GzVt7t4d37t67/2C0/3BmdWMom1IttDkj2DLBFZs67gQ7qw3Dkgh2Ss6P2v7pBTOWa/XerWqWS7xUvOQUu2gtRo8Rsf5TgIgriCR2FSH+KHyYLUbjdJ KuC26LrBdj0NfJYn/wBxWaNpIpRwW2dp6ltcs9No5TwcIQNZbVmJ7jJZtHqbBkNvfrGwT4LDoFLLWJj3Jw7V5NeCytXUkSyfaQdrPXmrt688aVr3PPVd 04pmj3obIR0GnYjgMW3DDqxCoKTA2PZ4W0wgZTF4c2RIpdUi0lVoVHhIR5lvt+StCPsxA2iLK8gpQ7EdsRRIuivZAWuyhslpKr0L1I1x4ZCXsPCS65sz sC+ON2IHr/AgUr0XG7KB4pjQVfKo8q0wgGK8aXlYu/9WXtQk/OOvJiDVzywlV9fxh3I9vchG0xfTF5M0nfHYwP3/ZLsgeegKfgOcjAK3AIjsEJmAIKAv gCvoJvyefke/Ij+dmhyaDPPAL/VfLrL+nqAlU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RrBXaSCvdghoRZd2PRfnb1RMqt4=">AAADFn icbZLLjtMwFIbdcBvKrQMLFmwsKiRWVYIGcVmNNJtZDhLtjFSHynacxhpfItuZoVh+ENZs4RlYIbZseQMeA6eJxND2SJF+/ef7E/vkkFpw69L09yC5dv 3GzVt7t4d37t67/2C0/3BmdWMom1IttDkj2DLBFZs67gQ7qw3Dkgh2Ss6P2v7pBTOWa/XerWqWS7xUvOQUu2gtRo8Rsf5TgIgriCR2FSH+KHyYLUbjdJ KuC26LrBdj0NfJYn/wBxWaNpIpRwW2dp6ltcs9No5TwcIQNZbVmJ7jJZtHqbBkNvfrGwT4LDoFLLWJj3Jw7V5NeCytXUkSyfaQdrPXmrt688aVr3PPVd 04pmj3obIR0GnYjgMW3DDqxCoKTA2PZ4W0wgZTF4c2RIpdUi0lVoVHhIR5lvt+StCPsxA2iLK8gpQ7EdsRRIuivZAWuyhslpKr0L1I1x4ZCXsPCS65sz sC+ON2IHr/AgUr0XG7KB4pjQVfKo8q0wgGK8aXlYu/9WXtQk/OOvJiDVzywlV9fxh3I9vchG0xfTF5M0nfHYwP3/ZLsgeegKfgOcjAK3AIjsEJmAIKAv gCvoJvyefke/Ij+dmhyaDPPAL/VfLrL+nqAlU=</latexit>
z¯ 2 CV
<latexit sha1_base64="Gsbrd6+gxh9uQGmD9PrxZ8G1Lk0=">AAADHH icbZLLjtMwFIbdcBvKrQNLhGRRIbGqEgTishppNrMcJNoZqQ6V7TiNNb5EtjNDsbziQVizhWdghdgi8QY8Bk4TiaHtkSL9+s/3J/bJIbXg1qXp70Fy5e q16zf2bg5v3b5z995o//7M6sZQNqVaaHNKsGWCKzZ13Al2WhuGJRHshJwdtv2Tc2Ys1+qdW9Usl3ipeMkpdtFajB4hgo1HxPqPIUDEFUQSu4oQfxjezx ajcTpJ1wW3RdaLMejreLE/+IMKTRvJlKMCWzvP0trlHhvHqWBhiBrLakzP8JLNo1RYMpv79T0CfBKdApbaxEc5uHYvJzyW1q4kiWR7SLvZa81dvXnjyl e556puHFO0+1DZCOg0bIcCC24YdWIVBaaGx7NCWmGDqYujGyLFLqiWEqsiToqEeZb7fkrQj7MQNoiyvISUOxHbEUSLor2QFrsobJaSq9C9SNceGQl7Dw kuubM7AvjDdiB6/wIFK9FRuy4eKY0FXyqPKtMIBivGl5WLv/VF7UJPzjryfA1c8MJVfX8YdyPb3IRtMX02eT1J3z4fH7zpl2QPPASPwVOQgZfgAByBYz AFFHwCX8BX8C35nHxPfiQ/OzQZ9JkH4L9Kfv0FqGIFGg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Gsbrd6+gxh9uQGmD9PrxZ8G1Lk0=">AAADHH icbZLLjtMwFIbdcBvKrQNLhGRRIbGqEgTishppNrMcJNoZqQ6V7TiNNb5EtjNDsbziQVizhWdghdgi8QY8Bk4TiaHtkSL9+s/3J/bJIbXg1qXp70Fy5e q16zf2bg5v3b5z995o//7M6sZQNqVaaHNKsGWCKzZ13Al2WhuGJRHshJwdtv2Tc2Ys1+qdW9Usl3ipeMkpdtFajB4hgo1HxPqPIUDEFUQSu4oQfxjezx ajcTpJ1wW3RdaLMejreLE/+IMKTRvJlKMCWzvP0trlHhvHqWBhiBrLakzP8JLNo1RYMpv79T0CfBKdApbaxEc5uHYvJzyW1q4kiWR7SLvZa81dvXnjyl e556puHFO0+1DZCOg0bIcCC24YdWIVBaaGx7NCWmGDqYujGyLFLqiWEqsiToqEeZb7fkrQj7MQNoiyvISUOxHbEUSLor2QFrsobJaSq9C9SNceGQl7Dw kuubM7AvjDdiB6/wIFK9FRuy4eKY0FXyqPKtMIBivGl5WLv/VF7UJPzjryfA1c8MJVfX8YdyPb3IRtMX02eT1J3z4fH7zpl2QPPASPwVOQgZfgAByBYz AFFHwCX8BX8C35nHxPfiQ/OzQZ9JkH4L9Kfv0FqGIFGg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Gsbrd6+gxh9uQGmD9PrxZ8G1Lk0=">AAADHH icbZLLjtMwFIbdcBvKrQNLhGRRIbGqEgTishppNrMcJNoZqQ6V7TiNNb5EtjNDsbziQVizhWdghdgi8QY8Bk4TiaHtkSL9+s/3J/bJIbXg1qXp70Fy5e q16zf2bg5v3b5z995o//7M6sZQNqVaaHNKsGWCKzZ13Al2WhuGJRHshJwdtv2Tc2Ys1+qdW9Usl3ipeMkpdtFajB4hgo1HxPqPIUDEFUQSu4oQfxjezx ajcTpJ1wW3RdaLMejreLE/+IMKTRvJlKMCWzvP0trlHhvHqWBhiBrLakzP8JLNo1RYMpv79T0CfBKdApbaxEc5uHYvJzyW1q4kiWR7SLvZa81dvXnjyl e556puHFO0+1DZCOg0bIcCC24YdWIVBaaGx7NCWmGDqYujGyLFLqiWEqsiToqEeZb7fkrQj7MQNoiyvISUOxHbEUSLor2QFrsobJaSq9C9SNceGQl7Dw kuubM7AvjDdiB6/wIFK9FRuy4eKY0FXyqPKtMIBivGl5WLv/VF7UJPzjryfA1c8MJVfX8YdyPb3IRtMX02eT1J3z4fH7zpl2QPPASPwVOQgZfgAByBYz AFFHwCX8BX8C35nHxPfiQ/OzQZ9JkH4L9Kfv0FqGIFGg==</latexit>
q 2 CV
<latexit sha1_base64="3alwp+eG0TbP+/Q2nmDlYbHC3+U=">AAADFn icbZLLjtMwFIbdcBvKrQMLFmwsKiRWVYIGcVmNNJtZDhLtjFSHynacxhpfgu3MUFl+ENZs4RlYIbZseQMeA6eJxND2SJF+/ef7E/vkkFpw69L09yC5dv 3GzVt7t4d37t67/2C0/3BmdWMom1IttDkj2DLBFZs67gQ7qw3Dkgh2Ss6P2v7pBTOWa/XerWqWS7xUvOQUu2gtRo8Rsf5jgIgriCR2FSH+KHyYLUbjdJ KuC26LrBdj0NfJYn/wBxWaNpIpRwW2dp6ltcs9No5TwcIQNZbVmJ7jJZtHqbBkNvfrGwT4LDoFLLWJj3Jw7V5NeCytXUkSyfaQdrPXmrt688aVr3PPVd 04pmj3obIR0GnYjgMW3DDqxCoKTA2PZ4W0wgZTF4c2RIpdUi0lVoVHhIR5lvt+StCPsxA2iLK8gpQ7EdsRRIuivZAWuyhslpKr0L1I1x4ZCXsPCS65sz sC+NN2IHr/AgUr0XG7KB4pjQVfKo8q0wgGK8aXlYu/9WXtQk/OOvJiDVzywlV9fxh3I9vchG0xfTF5M0nfHYwP3/ZLsgeegKfgOcjAK3AIjsEJmAIKAv gCvoJvyefke/Ij+dmhyaDPPAL/VfLrL9HeAkw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3alwp+eG0TbP+/Q2nmDlYbHC3+U=">AAADFn icbZLLjtMwFIbdcBvKrQMLFmwsKiRWVYIGcVmNNJtZDhLtjFSHynacxhpfgu3MUFl+ENZs4RlYIbZseQMeA6eJxND2SJF+/ef7E/vkkFpw69L09yC5dv 3GzVt7t4d37t67/2C0/3BmdWMom1IttDkj2DLBFZs67gQ7qw3Dkgh2Ss6P2v7pBTOWa/XerWqWS7xUvOQUu2gtRo8Rsf5jgIgriCR2FSH+KHyYLUbjdJ KuC26LrBdj0NfJYn/wBxWaNpIpRwW2dp6ltcs9No5TwcIQNZbVmJ7jJZtHqbBkNvfrGwT4LDoFLLWJj3Jw7V5NeCytXUkSyfaQdrPXmrt688aVr3PPVd 04pmj3obIR0GnYjgMW3DDqxCoKTA2PZ4W0wgZTF4c2RIpdUi0lVoVHhIR5lvt+StCPsxA2iLK8gpQ7EdsRRIuivZAWuyhslpKr0L1I1x4ZCXsPCS65sz sC+NN2IHr/AgUr0XG7KB4pjQVfKo8q0wgGK8aXlYu/9WXtQk/OOvJiDVzywlV9fxh3I9vchG0xfTF5M0nfHYwP3/ZLsgeegKfgOcjAK3AIjsEJmAIKAv gCvoJvyefke/Ij+dmhyaDPPAL/VfLrL9HeAkw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3alwp+eG0TbP+/Q2nmDlYbHC3+U=">AAADFn icbZLLjtMwFIbdcBvKrQMLFmwsKiRWVYIGcVmNNJtZDhLtjFSHynacxhpfgu3MUFl+ENZs4RlYIbZseQMeA6eJxND2SJF+/ef7E/vkkFpw69L09yC5dv 3GzVt7t4d37t67/2C0/3BmdWMom1IttDkj2DLBFZs67gQ7qw3Dkgh2Ss6P2v7pBTOWa/XerWqWS7xUvOQUu2gtRo8Rsf5jgIgriCR2FSH+KHyYLUbjdJ KuC26LrBdj0NfJYn/wBxWaNpIpRwW2dp6ltcs9No5TwcIQNZbVmJ7jJZtHqbBkNvfrGwT4LDoFLLWJj3Jw7V5NeCytXUkSyfaQdrPXmrt688aVr3PPVd 04pmj3obIR0GnYjgMW3DDqxCoKTA2PZ4W0wgZTF4c2RIpdUi0lVoVHhIR5lvt+StCPsxA2iLK8gpQ7EdsRRIuivZAWuyhslpKr0L1I1x4ZCXsPCS65sz sC+NN2IHr/AgUr0XG7KB4pjQVfKo8q0wgGK8aXlYu/9WXtQk/OOvJiDVzywlV9fxh3I9vchG0xfTF5M0nfHYwP3/ZLsgeegKfgOcjAK3AIjsEJmAIKAv gCvoJvyefke/Ij+dmhyaDPPAL/VfLrL9HeAkw=</latexit>
Fig. 2: Graphical representation of a complex-valued RBM.
A. Definition
Based on the above discussion, we formulate the CRBM
as the joint probability of complex-valued visible units z ∈
CV and binary-valued hidden units h ∈ BH with an energy
function that defines the relations between z and h, where V
and H are the numbers of visible and hidden units. This is
given by:
p(z,h;θ) =
1
U(θ)
e−E(z,h;θ) (11)
E(z,h;θ) =
1
2
[
z
z¯
]H
Φ−1
[
z
z¯
]
−
[
b
b¯
]H
Φ−1
[
z
z¯
]
− 2c⊤h
−
[
z
z¯
]H
Φ−1
[
W
W¯
]
h
(12)
U(θ) =
∫ ∑
h
e−E(z,h;θ)dz, (13)
where ·¯ denotes complex-conjugate and ·H denotes Hermitian-
transpose. b ∈ CV , c ∈ RH , and W ∈ CV×H are bias
parameters of the visible units and the hidden units, and
the biased connection weights between visible and hidden
units, respectively. The second and third terms of the energy
function E in Eq. (12) indicate the potential of individual
visible and hidden units, and the fourth term indicates the
pairwise potential (intensity of relationships) between visible
and hidden units. The first term is put to make the visible units
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complex-Gaussian-distributed.
In order to make the restrictions that the model has no
connections across dimensions of visible units but has con-
nections between real and imaginary parts of each dimension,
the extended covariance matrix Φ consists of a covariance
matrix Γ and a pseudo-covariance matrix C—both of which
are diagonal matrices—as
Φ ≜
[
Γ C
CH ΓH
]
(14)
and
Γ ≜ diag(γ), γ ∈ R+V
C ≜ diag(δ), δ ∈ CV (15)
where γ and δ are variance and pseudo-variance parameters of
the complex-valued visible units, respectively. To summarize,
the set of parameters of the CRBM is θ = {b, c,W,γ, δ}.
Introducing auxiliary precision vectors p and q defined as
p ≜ γ
γ2 − |δ|2 ∈ R
V (16)
q ≜ − δ
γ2 − |δ|2 ∈ C
V (17)
where the fraction bar denotes element-wise division, we can
rewrite the energy function in Eq. (12) as follows:
E(z,h;θ) =
zHdiag(p)z + ℜ(zHdiag(q)z¯)− 2ℜ(zHdiag(p)b)
− 2ℜ(zHdiag(q)b¯)− 2c⊤h− 2ℜ(zHdiag(p)W)h
− 2ℜ(zHdiag(q)W¯)h,
(18)
which confirms that 1) the above energy function E and
the probability distribution are real-valued and that 2) there
are connections between the complex-valued visible units
and their conjugates for each dimension but there are no
connections between different dimensions.
Furthermore, when we use unbiased parameters:
b′ ≜ diag(p)b+ diag(q)b¯ (19)
W′ ≜ diag(p)W + diag(q)W¯, (20)
the energy function E becomes
E(z,h;θ) =
1
2
zHdiag(p)z +
1
2
z¯Hdiag(p)z¯ + zHdiag(q)z¯
+ z¯Hdiag(q¯)z − zHb′ − z¯H b¯′ − 2c⊤h
− zHW′h− z¯HW¯′h,
(21)
which indicates that z and z¯ are symmetric to each other, as
shown in Figure 2 (b).
From the above definition, the conditional probabilities
p(z|h) and p(h|z) can be derived as follows:
p(z|h) = CN (z; b+Wh,Γ,C) (22)
p(h|z) = B(h;f(2c+ 2ℜ(W′Hz))) (23)
where CN (·;µ,Γ,C) is a multivariate complex normal dis-
tribution [27], a mean vector µ, a covariance matrix Γ, and a
pseudo-covariance matrix C:
p(z) =
1
piD
√
det(Γ)det(Q)
· exp
{
−1
2
[
z − µ
z¯ − µ¯
]H [
Γ C
CH ΓH
]−1 [
z − µ
z¯ − µ¯
]}
(24)
Q = Γ¯−CHΓ−1C. (25)
B. Parameter estimation
To estimate the model parameters θ of the CRBM, we
employed the complex-valued gradient method. In this ap-
proach, the parameters θ are estimated so as to maximize the
expected log-likelihood L of the complex-valued training data
set D ∋ z:
L(θ) = ED[log p(z;θ)] (26)
= ED[log
∑
h
p(z,h;θ)] (27)
= ED[log
∑
h
e−E(z,h;θ)]− log
∫ ∑
h˜
e−E(z˜,h˜;θ)dz˜.
(28)
The complex-valued gradient ascend iteratively updates each
parameter as:
θ(l+1) ← θ(l) + g(l)(∂L
∂θ
) (29)
where θ(l) indicates the parameters and g(l) indicates the
complex-valued gradient at the l-th iteration. One of the
simplest gradient functions is the complex-valued steepest
ascent (CSA) [28], [29], which is:
g(l)(
∂L
∂θ
) = 2α
∂L
∂θ¯
(30)
where α ∈ C,ℜ(α) > 0 is a complex-valued learning rate. A
simple CSA is not be suitable for a large amount of speech
training data due to the slow convergence speed. Therefore, we
propose another, more efficient learning method, the complex-
valued adaptive momentum (CAdam), which is motivated by
the real-valued Adam algorithm [30]. In the CAdam, we
introduce auxiliary parameters m(n) and v(n) and update the
parameters as:
m(l) = β1m
(l−1) + (1− β1)∇θ¯L (31)
v(l) = β2v
(l−1) + (1− β2)|∇θ¯L|2 (32)
∆θ(l) = 2α
1− βl2
1− βl1
m(l)
v(l)
, (33)
where β1, β2 ∈ R, 0 < β1, β2 < 1, and α ∈ C,ℜ(α) > 0.
Calculating partial gradients to the parameters θ, we obtain:
∂L
∂θ
= 〈−∂E
∂θ
〉data − 〈−∂E
∂θ
〉model, (34)
where the complex-valued partial gradients here indicate the
Wirtinger derivatives:
∂L
∂θ
=
1
2
(
∂L
∂ℜ(θ) − i
∂L
∂ℑ(θ)
)
(35)
∂L
∂θ¯
=
1
2
(
∂L
∂ℜ(θ) + i
∂L
∂ℑ(θ)
)
. (36)
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(a) Concatenating GB-RBM without dimension-tied restriction
(b) Concatenating GB-RBM with dimension-tied restriction
 (with the same restriction as CRBM)
Rxy
Fig. 3: Representing complex-valued data using a concate-
nating GB-RBM (a) without and (b) with dimension-tied
restriction.
The negative partial gradients of the energy function with
respect to each parameter −∂E∂θ can be further derived as:
−∂E
∂b
= diag(p)z¯ + diag(q¯)z (37)
−∂E
∂c
= h (38)
− ∂E
∂W
= (diag(p)z¯ + diag(q¯)z)h⊤ (39)
−∂E
∂γ
= (p2 + |q|2) ◦ ∂E
∂p
+ 2ℜ(p ◦ q ◦ ∂E
∂q
) (40)
−∂E
∂δ
= p2 ◦ ∂E
∂q
+ q¯2 ◦ ∂E
∂q¯
+ 2p ◦ q¯ ◦ ∂E
∂p
, (41)
where ◦ denotes an element-wise product and | · | denotes the
absolute, and
∂E
∂p
=
1
2
|z|2 −ℜ(z ◦ (b¯+ W¯h)) (42)
∂E
∂q
=
1
2
z¯2 − z¯ ◦ (b¯+ W¯h). (43)
The gradients of variance and pseudo variance tend to be larger
than those of the other parameters. For stable training, we
replace the parameters as γ ≜ er and δ ≜ es and update
using the gradients of r and s in a manner similar to the
improved GB-RBM [26].
The second term on the right-hand side in Eq. (34) usually
requires a high computational cost. However, because of the
restrictions of the CRBM, the second term can be efficiently
approximated using Gibbs sampling or CD [2] in a way similar
to conventional RBMs.
C. Relationships with complex representation using GB-RBM
We can also represent a complex-valued vector z = x+ iy
(where x,y ∈ RV ) in the real space using a conventional GB-
RBM that feeds the double-sized concatenated vector z′ =
[x⊤ y⊤]⊤ ∈ R2V as:
p(x,y) =
∑
h
p(x,y,h) (44)
p(x,y,h) =
1
U
e−E(x,y,h) (45)
E(x,y,h) =
1
2
x⊤Σ−1x x+
1
2
y⊤Σ−1y y
− b⊤xΣ−1x x− b⊤y Σ−1y y − c⊤h (46)
− x⊤Σ−1x Wxh− y⊤Σ−1y Wyh
U =
∫ ∫ ∑
h
e−E(x,y,h)dxdy, (47)
where Σx = diag(σ2x),Σy = diag(σ
2
y), and we decompose
the GB-RBM parameters as b = [b⊤x b
⊤
y ]
⊤, σ = [σ⊤x σ
⊤
y ]
⊤,
W = [W⊤x W
⊤
y ]
⊤ in Eqs. (1), (2), and (3). Fig. 3 (a) depicts
this concatenating representation of the complex-valued data
using the GB-RBM. For example, the negative partial differ-
entials of the real and imaginary parts of the bias parameters
to the energy function in this representation can be derived as:
− ∂E
∂bx
=
x
σ2x
(48)
− ∂E
∂by
=
y
σ2y
. (49)
On the other hand, when we put z = x + iy, b = bR +
ibI , W = WR + iWI , q = qR + iqI where bR, bI ∈ RV ,
WR,WI ∈ RV×H , qR, qI ∈ RV , we can rewrite the energy
function of CRBM in Eq. (12) as:
E =
1
2
x⊤Σ−1x x+ x
⊤Rxyy +
1
2
y⊤Σ−1y y
− b⊤xΣ−1x x− b⊤y Σ−1y y − c⊤h
− x⊤Σ−1x Wxh− y⊤Σ−1y Wyh
, (50)
where we introduce
Σx = diag(
1
2(p+ qR)
) (51)
Σy = diag(
1
2(p− qR) ) (52)
Rxy = diag(2q
I) (53)
bx = b
R +
qI
p+ qR
◦ bI (54)
by = b
I +
qI
p− qR ◦ b
R (55)
Wx =W
R + diag(
qI
p+ qR
)WI (56)
Wy =W
I + diag(
qI
p− qR )W
R. (57)
Comparing the energy functions in Eqs. (46) and (50),
the latter energy function includes a cross term (x⊤Rxyy)
between x and y while the former energy function does not.
In the case of modeling complex values, the main difference
between the CRBM and the conventional RBM is the connec-
tions between the real and imaginary parts for each dimension
with the weights rxy = 2qI , as in Fig. 3 (b), where rxy is the
diagonal vector of Rxy .
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Another difference is the gradients. In the GB-RBM rep-
resentation, the gradients regarding the real and imaginary
parts of the bias of visible units, for example, are calculated
independently of each other as Eqs. (48) and (49) indicate,
while the gradients of the bias of visible units in the CRBM
representation are calculated using both the real and imagi-
nary terms as Eq. (37) indicates. This will make the model
convergence better than the GB-RBM.
IV. COMPLEX SPECTRA COMPRESSION USING CPCA
The aim of this paper is to represent trajectories of complex-
valued speech spectra. In general, the number of dimensions of
the raw complex spectra tends to be large (e.g., when analyzing
speech with the window length of 1, 024, the complex spectra
has the dimensions of 513), which makes it difficult to use
dynamic features or segment features as input for the model
due to the sizable number of parameters. Therefore, we
reduced the dimensions using complex principal component
analysis (CPCA) [24] in this paper.
Letting ot be the complex spectra at the frame t, the
complex-valued features zt whose dimensions are reduced to
P using CPCA calculated as:
zt = Λ
− 12
1:PU
H
:,1:Pot, (58)
where Λ−
1
2
1:P and U:,1:P indicate a diagonal matrix where the
diagonal elements are the inverse of the top P eigenvalues of
the empirical covariance matrix and a complex matrix whose
columns are the complex eigenvectors corresponding to the
eigenvalues. Conversely, when we recover the complex spectra
ot from zt, we just calculate the inversion as:
ot = U:,1:PΛ
1
2
1:Pzt. (59)
In our speech modeling experiments that will be discussed
later, we used the concatenated features Zt ≜ [zHt ∆zHt ]H
as visible units in CRBM, where zHt was calculated using
the CPCA with the degree of P = 40 from the complex
spectra analyzed with the window length of 256, and their
dynamics ∆zHt were calculated as 0.5zt+1 − 0.5zt−1. The
total dimensions of visible units in CRBM were I = 80. In
these experiments, the CRBM was trained so as to maximize
the expected likelihood L(θ) = E[log p(Z;θ)] of the concate-
nated feature set.
V. COMPLEX-VALUED SEQUENCE GENERATION BASED ON
MLPG
When we apply the CRBM to represent speech spectra, we
need further improvements to compare it to other speech fea-
ture extraction methods. In this section, we present improved
methods of dealing with trajectory modeling.
In our first work on the CRBM [23], we probabilisti-
cally encoded complex-valued visible units zt into binary
values by calculating the expectations of hidden units as
hˆt ≜ E[p(ht|zt)] and inversely decoded (recovered) them
from hˆt by calculating the expectations of visible units as
zˆt ≜ E[p(zt|hˆt)] = b + Whˆt frame-by-frame. However,
speech signals are sequences; there are correlations between
adjacent frames of speech. In this paper, we employ trajectory
modeling and sequence generation instead of frame-wise mod-
eling. Our method efficiently recovers complex-valued visible
units involving correlations among the neighbor frames based
on the maximum likelihood parameter generation (MLPG)
[25]. The MLPG is an algorithm that estimates the optimum
sequence of features from static and dynamic features based on
a maximum likelihood estimation. Because the CPCA features
are complex-valued, we use the complex-valued gradient for
parameter generation. Formulation of the complex extension
of MLPG is presented as follows.
After training the CRBM, we estimated the optimum se-
quence of CPCA features zˆ1:T ≜ [zˆH1 zˆH2 · · · zˆHT ]H , where
T is the number of frames of the test speech, from the encoded
features (the expectations of hidden units) hˆt ≜ E[p(ht|zt)]
that were calculated from the original concatenated features
Z1:T ≜ [ZH1 ZH2 · · · ZHT ]H of the test speech. zˆ1:T
is the sequence that maximizes the conditional probability
p(Z1:T |hˆ1:T ), which is defined as:
zˆ1:T = argmax
z1:T
p(Z1:T |hˆ1:T ). (60)
Now introducing the weight matrix S ∈ RV T×PT that is:
S ≜ [S1 S2 · · ·ST ]⊤ ⊗ IP×P (61)
St ≜ [s(1)t s
(2)
t ], (62)
where s(1)t ∈ RT and s(2)t ∈ RT are the sparse vectors where
only the t-th element is 1 otherwise 0, and where the (t−1)-th
element has the value of -0.5 and the (t + 1)-th element of
0.5 otherwise 0, respectively, the sequence can be rewritten
as Z1:T = Sz1:T . Since the conditional probability in Eq.(22)
has a single mode, the objective Q ≜ log p(Z1:T |hˆ1:T ,θ) can
be calculated as:
Q =− z⊤1:TS⊤diag(˜¯q)Sz1:T − z⊤1:TS⊤diag(p˜)Sz¯1:T
+ z⊤1:TS
⊤µ1:T +K
,
(63)
where K is a constant that can be ignored in the estimation,
x˜ indicates a vector that put x for T times in a column, and
µ1:T ≜ [µH1 µH2 · · · µHT ]H (64)
µt ≜ diag(p)(b+Whˆt) + diag(q)(b¯+ W¯hˆt). (65)
We estimate the optimum sequence zˆ1:T using a complex-
valued gradient method in a way similar to that discussed in
the previous section. Specifically, using the initial sequence as
the frame-wise optima of the static features from:
argmax
Zt
p(Zt|hˆt,θ) = b+Whˆt,∀t, (66)
we iteratively update the sequence as:
z
(l+1)
1:T ← z(l)1:T + g(l)(
∂Q
∂z1:T
), (67)
where ∂Q∂z1:T indicates the Wirtinger derivative and can be
calculated as:
∂Q
∂z1:T
= −2S⊤diag(˜¯q)Sz1:T − S⊤diag(p˜)Sz¯1:T + S⊤ ˜¯µ.
(68)
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Fig. 4: Artificially created 1D complex-valued data (black
dots) and random samples (red dots) generated from the
trained models: the proposed CRBM (above) and the conven-
tional RBM (below).
In our experiments, we employ the CSA for the gradient
function g(l) in the sequence generation.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
A. Evaluation using artificial data
In order to confirm the effectiveness of our CRBM, we
first conducted a simple experiment using one-dimensional
complex-valued artificial data (the number of training data
N = 2000). The artificially created data is illustrated in Fig. 4
as black dots, which have correlations between the real and
imaginary parts. In this experiment, we compared the CRBM
to a conventional RBM that has two real-valued visible units;
one is for the real part, another is for the imaginary part. We
trained both models with two hidden units using the steepest
gradient ascent with a learning rate of 0.01, a momentum of
0.1, a batch size of 20, and a number of epochs as 200. After
the training, we randomly generated samples from the models;
the samples from the CRBM are shown as red dots on the top
of Fig. 4, and the RBM are shown as red dots on the bottom
of Fig. 4. As shown in Fig. 4, we can see that the proposed
CRBM could represent the distribution of the complex-valued
artificial data more accurately than the RBM. This is because
TABLE I: PESQ of the reconstructed speech from CPCA
features.
P 20 40 60 80 100
PESQ 3.71 4.46 4.49 4.50 4.50
TABLE II: PESQ comparison of CPCA features and raw
complex spectra as visible units in CRBM.
H CPCA (P = V = 40) Complex spectra (V = 129)
1k 2.34 2.30
2k 2.60 2.54
4k 2.70 2.66
the CRBM captures the relationships between the real and
imaginary parts while the conventional RBM does not.
B. Evaluation using speech data
Secondly, we conducted speech representation experiments
using speech signals of 50 sentences (approx. 4.2 min) for
training and another 53 for tests pronounced by a female
announcer (“FTK”) from the set “A” of the ATR speech
corpora. The speech signals were downsampled from the
original 20kHz to 16kHz due to speed-up of computation,
and processed into 129-dimensional complex spectra using the
short-time Fourier transform (STFT) with a window length
of 256 and a hop size of 64 without pitch synchronous,
followed by the CPCA to obtain complex-valued features.
The total number of the training data was 64, 438. In order
to decide how much to reduce the number of dimensions by
the CPCA, we examined the perceptual evaluation of speech
quality (PESQ) of the recovered signals using the inverse
short-time Fourier transform (ISTFT) and the overlap-add
method from the CPCA features by changing the number of
dimensions P to 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100, as shown in Table I.
Table I shows that the PESQ with P = 40 is similar to those
with higher P . Furthermore, we also show the effectiveness
of the CPCA features comparing with the case where raw
complex-valued spectra were used as visible units of CRBM.
Table II shows this comparison changing the number of hidden
units H . The CPCA features outperformed the raw complex
spectra regardless of H in the CRBM speech representation.
Given these results, we used CPCA features with P = 40 as
complex-valued visible units in the rest of our experiments in
terms of sufficient quality and dimensional reduction.
1) Methods compared: We compared our model “CRBM”
and its trajectory version “CRBM+T” with the RBM that feeds
concatenated real-valued vectors of real and imaginary parts
of the CPCA features (“RBM”) and static and dynamic fea-
tures (“RBM+T”). Another RBM-based method (“RBM+GL”)
we compared was trained using 40-dimensional real-valued
features obtained by amplitude spectra followed by PCA as
visible units and recovered speech signals using the Griffin-
Lim algorithm [11]. These models were evaluated by changing
the number of hidden units H to 1, 000, 2, 000, and 4, 000.
The CRBMs were trained using the stochastic gradient method
of 100-size mini-batches and 200 epochs with a learning rate
α = 0.01 for the CSA and α = 0.001, β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999
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TABLE III: Configuration of each method. P indicates the number of dimensions of CPCA (or PCA) features; that is, the
number of static visible units. H is the number of hidden units.
H CRBM+T CRBM RBM+T RBM RBM+GL
Base model CRBM CRBM RBM RBM RBM
# of Params 4PH + 10P +H 2PH + 5P +H 4PH + 8P +H 2PH + 4P +H PH + 2P +H
Feature CPCA + ∆ CPCA CPCA + ∆ CPCA PCA
Optimizer CAdam CAdam Adam Adam Adam
Phase Recovering - - - - Griffin-Lim
TABLE IV: PESQ comparison of CAdam and CSA algorithm
in CRBM.
H CAdam CSA
1k 2.34 2.29
2k 2.60 2.38
4k 2.70 2.34
TABLE V: PESQ of the CRBM and RBM methods when
changing the number of hidden units (the leftmost column).
The methods with the notation “+T” use trajectory estimation;
otherwise, they use frame-wise estimation. “+GL” denotes the
use of the Griffin-Lim algorithm.
H CRBM+T CRBM RBM+T RBM RBM+GL
1k 2.41 2.34 2.39 2.30 2.33
2k 2.72 2.60 2.62 2.54 2.46
4k 2.81 2.70 2.66 2.54 2.39
for the complex Adam (CAdam). We set the same parameters
for the RBMs except for using the real-valued steepest ascent
(SA) and Adam. For the gradient method to estimate the
sequence in Eq. (67), we used the CSA (SA for the RBM
method) of 100 epochs with a learning rate of 0.01. We
summarized the configuration of each method in Table III.
We also compared our method to the traditional speech
representation of cepstral (“CEP”) and mel-cepstral (“MCEP”)
analysis. Both features were obtained by the FFT resolution of
256, which is the same as our method. The cepstral coefficients
were 40 and recovered speech using the log magnitude approx-
imation (LMA) filter [31]. From 20-dimensional mel-cepstral
coefficients, we restored speech using the mel-log spectrum
approximate (MLSA) filter [32]. Finally, we compared it
to the WORLD [13] as a high-quality speech analysis-by-
synthesis system. For fair comparison, the WORLD spectra
were extracted by 4 msec. of frame shift, which is the same
condition as our approach. We set the pitch range of the
WORLD as [71, 640] Hz.
2) Objective evaluation: Figure 5 shows the mean-squared
error (MSE) between the training samples and the recon-
structed samples (the expected values of visible units given
hidden units that were calculated from the training samples),
comparing the CRBM with CAdam (“CRBM+CAdam”) to the
counterparts. The MSE for the RBMs was calculated as the
sum of the squared errors with respect to real and imaginary
parts, which is comparable to the MSE of complex values
for the CRBMs. As shown in Fig. 5, the CRBMs converged
more quickly than the counterparts of RBMs, and the CAdam
algorithm was considerably effective for the CSA. As shown
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Fig. 5: MSE curve during the training of the CRBMs and the
RBMs.
TABLE VI: Speech reconstruction performance (PESQ) of
each method. The notations are the same as in Table V. The
values after ± indicate the standard deviation of the PESQ.
Methods PESQ
CRBM+T 2.81± 0.124
CRBM 2.70± 0.109
RBM+T 2.66± 0.122
RBM 2.54± 0.1.8
RBM+GL 2.46± 0.123
MCEP 2.68± 0.299
CEP 2.54± 0.286
WORLD 2.86± 0.149
in Table IV, where the CAdam and the CSA algorithms for
training the CRBM are compared using PESQ from the test
set, the CAdam was superior to the CSA on test set as well.
Table V illustrates the performance of the CRBM and RBM
methods in the test set, showing that the proposed method
outperformed the rest regardless of the number of hidden
units. While the performance of the CRBMs with H = 1, 000
was comparable to that of the RBMs with H = 1, 000,
the CRBMs with more hidden units highly improved the
performance compared to the RBMs. The performance of the
RBMs was not improved even when H = 4, 000; that is, the
performance was saturated. On the other hand, the CRBM
with H = 4, 000 was better than the CRBM with H = 2, 000.
We can say that the CRBMs are better able to represent
complex-valued data than RBMs when a large amount of
hidden units is given. We also conducted experiments to
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TABLE VII: p-values of t-test between each comparison pair. The bold indicates no significant difference.
CRBM+T CRBM RBM+T RBM RBM+GL MCEP CEP WORLD
CRBM+T – 0.0731 0.0009 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.6852
CRBM – – 0.9208 0.0001 0.0000 0.1114 0.0000 0.0001
RBM+T – – – 0.0166 0.0000 0.8077 0.0000 0.0000
RBM – – – – 0.0005 0.5654 0.0204 0.0000
RBM+GL – – – – – 0.0000 0.9794 0.0000
MCEP – – – – – – 0.0000 0.0000
CEP – – – – – – – 0.0000
WORLD – – – – – – – –
TABLE VIII: Performance when changing the number of
sentences used for training CRBM and RBM with trajectory
modeling. The numbers indicate the PESQ.
# of sentences CRBM+T RBM+T
50 2.81 2.66
100 2.85 2.71
200 2.94 2.80
TABLE IX: PSNR [dB] of reconstructed spectra in the voiced
range from the CRBM and RBM with respect to magnitude
spectrum (MS) and phase difference (PD).
MS PD
CRBM 39.8 7.04
RBM 38.8 6.72
confirm the effectiveness of the CRBM against the RBM
under the same amount of parameters. As Table III shows,
the “CRBM” has roughly twice as many parameters as the
RBM that models amplitude spectra (“RBM+GL”), while the
number of parameters of the CRBM is almost the same as that
of the RBM that models complex spectra (“RBM”). Therefore,
we trained and evaluated the “RBM+GL” that has hidden units
of 1978, 3954, and 7905, each of which corresponds to the
“CRBM” with the number of hidden units as H = 1, 000,
H = 2, 000, and H = 4, 000 in terms of the same amount
of parameters. The results were 2.39, 2.42, and 2.38 in the
PESQ, respectively. These results also support the fact that
the CRBM outperformed the RBM as the number of hidden
units increased.
Table VI summarizes the performance of each method under
their best conditions. All methods based on CRBM and RBM
were trained using the CAdam and Adam algorithms. t-tests
were applied to each pair of these methods, as Table VII
shows the p-values. Interestingly, the CRBM with frame-wise
modeling (“CRBM”) significantly outperformed the RBM
with trajectory modeling (“RBM+T”) because the CRBM
implicitly represents the phase information of complex-valued
data, and the frame-wise features from the CRBM recov-
ered speech sufficiently. Furthermore, the proposed trajec-
tory modeling (“CRBM+T”) improved accuracy by extracting
the correlations of complex-valued features between adjacent
frames and performed the best out of all the training-based
methods, though there was no significant difference between
“CRBM+T” and “CRBM.” The performance of the proposed
method is even comparable to that of the WORLD without
significant difference, which is one of the highest-quality
synthesis methods. Unlike traditional speech representation
methods (mel-cepstrum, cepstum, and WORLD), the CRBMs
directly extract latent features from arbitrary complex-valued
features, which indicates that the CRBMs have high versatility
with complex-valued data and can be applied to speech and
to other signals. Furthermore, the training-based methods can
improve their accuracies when fed more training data, as
shown in Table VIII.
Table IX compares the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) of
the CRBM and RBM in order to analyze which magnitude or
phase in the reconstruction of the CRBM is actually effective.
Because the instantaneous phase is sometimes unstable and
meaningless, we use the phase difference (PD) instead. The
PD is calculated from the unwrapped phase, followed by the
differential with respect to frequency. The PSNR is similar to
the signal-to-noise (SNR) except that it measures the distortion
against the peak value. The PSNR is calculated as:
PSNR = 10 log10
PEAK2
MSE
, (69)
where PEAK is the peak value and MSE is the mean-
squared error between the estimated and the original spectra
in terms of magnitude and phase difference. PEAK for
magnitude and phase evaluation were set as the maximum
value of the magnitude spectra and 2pi, respectively.
According to Table IX, the CRBM got 2.58% relative
improvement points to the RBM in terms of magnitude and
4.76% relative improvement points to the RBM in terms of
phase. We conducted a t-test and confirmed that there were
both significant differences between the CRBM and RBM with
the significance level of 5%. This demonstrates that the CRBM
can effectively represent complex-valued data in particular
with respect to phase.
3) Subjective evaluation: Finally, we conducted subjective
experiments based on the mean opinion score (MOS) of 95
participants gathered through crowdsourcing. Each participant
was asked to rank the synthesized and natural speech (NAT)
on a 5-point scale (1: poor, 2: fair, 3: good, 4: very good, and
5: excellent) in terms of speech quality (naturalness). Because
the MCEP, the CEP, and the WORLD are based on frame-wise
synthesis, we used frame-wise estimation for the CRBM and
the RBM in these experiments rather than trajectory estima-
tion. Figure 6 shows the results of the subjective evaluation.
As Fig. 6 shows, the CRBM performed the best out of all the
methods except the WORLD. We also conducted pairwise t-
tests for each combination and observed significant differences
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Fig. 6: Mean opinion score (MOS) for each method. The
numbers in bars indicate the average of the MOS and the
error bars indicate the confidential intervals.
with a 95% confidence for all pairs except for the difference
between the CEP and MCEP.
VII. CONCLUSION
We proposed a “complex-valued RBM” (CRBM), a novel
probabilistic model that extends an RBM in order to feed
complex-valued data. This paper also includes its improved
learning methods in modeling speech: the dimensionality-
reduction of complex-valued data using CPCA, the CAdam
learning algorithm to estimate complex-valued parameters
more effectively, and the trajectory modeling and the gen-
eration method of complex-valued data based on MLPG.
Experimental results showed the effectiveness of the proposed
method with objective and subjective criteria compared to
the other speech representation methods except the WORLD.
Although the CRBM fell just one step short of the WORLD in
terms of quality as a specialized speech representation method,
the CRBM can be also used for representation of other signals,
such as music, images, array signals, etc. We demonstrated
the performance of the CRBM through basic experiments
of analysis-synthesis reconstruction. Since our model can be
used in more practical tasks, such as voice conversion, speech
synthesis, and speech recognition, we will further investigate
the high ability of the CRBM in such applications in the future.
Furthermore, we showed the effectiveness of our method in
terms of the speaker-dependent speech representation. How-
ever, the CRBM can be trained using the speech data of several
speakers. We believe that the model is also effective to speaker
independent cases, which will be investigated in the future.
We presented the CRBM in this paper as a very basic
model and believe that the model can be easily extended. For
example, we could define extensions by stacking two or more
hidden layers like the deep Boltzmann machine [33] by adding
connections from the previous to the current hidden/visible
units like the recurrent temporal Boltzmann machine [34],
or by changing the energy function to form the conditional
probability of hidden units such as Gaussian distribution,
complex normal distribution, etc. The deep extension can
be also used as a pre-training method for complex neural
networks [18]. Future work includes such extensions.
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